
 

How to access the Mersen Documents  
DF Fuses and DF Fuse Holders Schneider-Mersen Cross 

Reference 

 

 

 

As you may know, DF2xxxx, DF3xxxx and DF4xxxx fuses are produced for Schneider Electric by the 
company formerly named Ferraz, then Shawmut and today Mersen (successive takeovers). 

In the same way, Mersen also manufactures the fuseholders that are sold by Schneider Electric under the 
DF range. 
 

The certificates and declarations documents for these products are available under the Mersen reference. 
 
Please note that EU declaration for DFxxxx fuse holders is available on Schneider-electric.com 
https://www.schneider-electric.com/en/download/document/DF8-10-14-22_SC17102701/ 

Before accessing these documents it is necessary to know the Mersen reference. 
To do so, below attached are two cross references files, one for Fuses, one for FuseHolders. For each 
Schneider Electric reference, these cross-references files gives the corresponding Ferraz reference, still in 
use by Mersen : 

- For Fuses   :  Cross reference DF Fuses-Mersen-type aM_2018_03.pdf 
                                         Cross reference DF Fuses-Mersen-type gG_2018_03.pdf 
 
In case it may help, we attached the cross references of fuse holders 

- For Fuseholders : SEI_Mersen_Cross Ref_FuseCarriers_DF_2018_03.pdf      

For instance for fuses, DF2CN02 corresponds to D213098J  (or FR10GG50V2 : reference catalogue 
Mersen) 

 

The link below goes to the Mersen web site where the Ferraz references can be entered. Then, all the 
Mersen certificates (UE declarations, Marine certificates...) can be accessed and downloaded. 

 
http://ep-fr.mersen.com/en/products/catalog/line/ferrule-fuse-links-10x38-gg-400-to-690vac/ 

 

Note that in the certificates, the products are identified under their new Mersen references which 
unfortunately are not the same as the Ferraz references. And the link between Ferraz references and new 
Mersen references is only visible on the Mersen website. 



So, when connecting to the above Mersen web site, enter the Ferraz reference as shown below… 
Exemple : enter the reference D213098 (without “J”) 

Then, click on Submit, you get the view below… 
 

 
 

 

Then you access a full page where  

1. the correspondence between new Mersen references and Ferraz references are displayed. It is 
recommended to take a hardcopy picture of this table and give it to our client. 

 
 



2. Documents such as CAD files, Marine certificates if any, Data Sheet...can then be downloaded. 

 
 

 


